
Company Name: 
Indian Energy Exchange Limited

Company website:  
www.iexindia.com

Position Title:
Architect

Location:
Delhi

Qualification:
Bachelors/Master's Degree in Computer Science from Top Tier university

Experience:
More than 10 Years

Software Architect Responsibilities:

 Working with CTO to create comprehensive IT/Tech roadmap
 Owning Technology team processes for building a low latency, 24*7, reusable, modular, 

configurable platform with optimized HW footprint
 Providing the development team with architectural blueprints to follow. Troubleshooting and 

resolving critical issues with team. Follow rigorous RCA process and making sure root cause are 
fixed. 

 Working closely with Automation engineers (QA), Developer and Release management team 
for a CI/CD pipeline.

 Ensuring Coding standards across development team and ensuring development process like 
code reviews are followed. 

 Mentoring developers and help set the technology parameters for KRA.
 Creating a Technology culture within organization by managing regular developer forums, 

developer idea days etc. 
 Leading major Technology initiatives like Re-Architecture, Gas Exchange etc. Working out 

appropriate technology and cost benefit analysis
 Expert, hands on problem solver with a strong understanding of the broad range of software 

technologies and platforms available. 

Software Architect Requirements:

 Extensive experience in software development and project management.
 Abreast with current technology trends especially Microservices architecture and Open Source 

stack
 Hands On knowledge of technologies such as UNIX, Oracle, SQL Server, Debugging tools, C++, 

Various Service oriented frameworks like Java Spring boot.
 Knowledge of one or more programming languages like C++, Java, GoLang etc. 
 DotNet is desirable and good to have
 An individual contributor with strong leadership and communication skills.



 Ability to engage and convince senior Stakeholders on technology choices.

 Analytical mindset, with an ability to see both the big picture and the details.
 Strong communication and presentation skills.
 Ability to gather and assimilate information, Ability to think ahead and anticipate problems, 

issues and solutions.

Mail your resumes at – Prashant.pawar@iexindia.com


